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Abstract  
This study aimed to describe the form of Arabic grammatical errors that occur  4

in the Arabic debate competition in Indonesia both off-line and on-line, the  
factors, the impact, and solutions for grammatical errors. The material object of  
this research was the video of the Arabic debate competition in Indonesia. This  
study used a qualitative descriptive approach to grammatical errors in the video  
of the Arabic debate competition in Indonesia. The results showed that 29  
grammatical errors were found in syntax errors and 18 morphological errors.  
From the 47 errors found, the factors were inter-language errors or interference  
and intra-language errors. These factors have an impact on changing the  
meaning of a sentence and also have an impact on misunderstanding  
communication between speakers. The solutions offered to improve and reduce  
the error are the need for good preparation in syntactic and morphological  
aspects for debaters before competing, conducting intensive training, and  
increasing seriousness in exploring and understanding Arabic debate.  

Keywords:  Arabic Grammatical, deviations in the Arabic, Arabic Debate  

Introduction  
Like Indonesian, Arabic has both formal and informal varieties. The formal  

variety of Arabic consists of classical Arabic and fushhâ Arabic (Modern Standard  
Arabic/MSA). The informal variety is the form of Arabic dialects (Colloquial Arabic)  
(Albirini, 2016). Formal Arabic is usually used for news, speeches at mosques, and other  
official events, while informal Arabic (Setiawan et al, 2020; Reynolds & Kao, 2021).  
Informal variety is usually used for everyday conversation, not using grammar. An  
example is chat language and expressions on social media.  

In the Arabic debate competition, even though it was in oral form, the Arabic  
language used by the participants was fushhâ Arabic. The participants are required to use  
Arabic grammar correctly, especially applying language rules when defending arguments  
verbally. Even though the debate participants were selected to take part in the  
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competition, errors in the use of grammar were still found in the participants' speeches,  

error in terms of syntax. From the example sentence, it can be seen that there is an error  
in the Arabic rules regarding Inna wa Akhwâtuhâ.  

There was also a shape error in morphology (Khatter, 2022; Khalid et al, 2021),  
namely in applying derivation rules (sharfiyah) in Arabic verbs. Grammatical errors that  
occur in Arabic debate participants can cause shifts in the grammatical structure of  
sentences and meaning in Arabic (Lghzeel & Radzuan, 2020; Al Rdaat & Gardner,  
2017). The researcher will discuss this problem to reduce the mistakes of the debate  
participants in applying the syntactic and morphological rules.  

So far, the study of language deviations in Arabic is only reviewed from 3  
aspects. First, language errors at the syntactic level in Arabic texts (for example, in  
Suharto and Fauzi’s (2017) paper “Analisis Kesalahan Sintaksis Dalam Buku Teks  
Bahasa Arab Untuk Perguruan Tinggi Keagamaan Islam”, and Fadly's paper “Kesalahan  
Gramatika Bahasa Arab (Studi Kasus Tulisan Al-Ikhtisar Mahasiswa Sastra Arab  
UGM)(Fadly, 2018), and also Fahmi's paper “Analisis Kesalahan Gramatikal Teks  
Terjemah (Indonesia-Arab) Dalam Pendidikan Bahasa Arab”. Second, language  
deviations at the phonological level in speaking ability (for example in Wulandari's  
(2020) paper entitled “Analisis Kesalahan Fonologis dalam Keterampilan Berbicara  
Bahasa Arab”, and Masrukhi’s (2018) paper with title “Kesalahan Gramatika Bahasa  10

Arab Pada Tulisan Mahasiswa Prodi Sastra Arab UGM”). Third, language deviations in  
the translation of Arabic texts. Research compiled by Faturrahman et al. (2020), entitled  
“Technique and Quality Translation of Idhâfî in The Matan Hadits of Arba'in al-  
Nawawi”. This research shows that the accuracy of translation from the source language  
(SL) to the targeted language (TL) is not easy work. The translator should act as the  
connector between the writer of the work and the reader of the translation.  

Arabic translation studies are reviewed semantically as compiled by Astari et al.  
(2020), entitled “Padanan Kosakata Arab dalam al-Qur’an Terjemah Versi Indonesia  
dan Malaysia”. This study states that the factors that influence of distinguishing in  
meaning concepts are social, cultural, political, and government policies. The translation  
of the Quran in the Malay language version tends to use the majâzî expression and is  
more textual. The Indonesian translation of the Qur’an is more contextual due to the  111

influence of Islamic thought in Indonesia, which is more moderate, tolerant, and  
accommodates local wisdom.  

Another review related to the study of Arabic translation in terms of semantics  
is the research compiled by Bustam et al., entitled “Meaning Differences Between Two  
Quran Translation in Activism Era in Indonesia (Ideology in Translation Analysis)”.  
This research result states that in the concept of translation, many verses are translated  
differently, especially verses about the miracles of the prophets and the privileges of  
Prophet Isa as. The difference is visible; This has a lot to do with the ideological  
background of the two translators. De Heilige Qoer-an carries the ideology of  
Ahmadiyya, while Tafsir Quran Karim adheres to the opinions of prominent scholars,  
including Indonesian scholars (Bustam & Astari, 2018). However, in this study, the  4

author will discuss it from a grammatical perspective, focusing on analyzing words,  
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phrases, and sentence structure according to the rules of syntax and morphology of the  
Arabic language. Previous literature studies have not examined grammatical errors in  39

syntax and morphology in Arabic debate competition participants in Indonesia.  
Specifically, this study shows that Arabic grammatical errors in debate participants can  30

affect the shift in the forms of nahwu and sharf rules in debate Arabic sentences.  

Method  
This type of research was a case study, where the author conducts an in-depth  

study of the issues that occurred to one or more people. The data was obtained from  
the activities of the Arabic debate competition in Indonesia, which had been broadcast  
through social media. The data was recorded by researchers to be processed into study  20

material.  
This research was qualitative. The research in question was research on the  

occurrence of the research subject, which was carried out by describing it in sentences  
in a specific language using existing research methods (Gunawan, 2013).  

This study aimed to solve a current problem through online and offline oral data  
from video reruns of Arabic debate competitions in Indonesia (Daulay, 2017). Data on  
grammatical deviations of the debate participants came from videos of debate  
competitions, including: the Arabic Fair UNS 2018, SAFAR event at Jakarta State  
University in 2018, debate competition at FIKAR UIN Salatiga event 2019, UMPTKIS  
Muhammadiyah University Yogyakarta in 2019, Arabic debate final in the event  
FASTABIN 2019, online Arabic debate held by ITHLA' in 2020, final Arabic debate of  
UIN Alauddin Makassar versus IAIN Gorontalo in 2021, and event (Arabian Peninsula  
Festival) UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang.  35

Then the researcher provides an overview of the phenomena and circumstances  
of individuals or more related to the problems above. In this study, the author will use  
descriptive qualitative techniques to explain the impact of Arabic grammatical errors on  
Arabic debate in Indonesia. Grammatical deviations in debate competitions are  
classified based on syntactical and morphological deviations. The deviations that often  
occur in the syntax are in the forms of tarkîb isnâdî, tarkîb idhâfî, and tarkîb bayânî.  
Morphological deviations often occur in the use of dhamîr in verbs.  

Debater oral data was collected from the video reruns of the Arabic debate  36

competition on the YouTube channel to find out the factors that caused the low use of  10

naḥwu and arf rules in the language of the debate. The method used in this data  777

collection used a combination of the listening method, the recording method, and the  
note-taking method (Rahardjo, 2011). The method used in this data collection used a  24

combination of the listening method, the recording method, and the note-taking  
method. Apart from these three methods, the researcher obtained additional data  
through interviews with several Indonesian students from various campuses who had  
appeared in Arabic debate competitions at the national level directly to find out what  111

factors could cause an Arabic grammatical error to occur at the national level.  
This study aimed to uncover the forms of Arabic grammatical errors in the  

Arabic debate competition in Indonesia, explore the factors and impacts of these errors,  
and provide solutions or efforts to correct these language errors. The data discussed by  
the researchers included the 2018 Arab World Festival UAD debate competition, the  
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SAFAR Arabic debate at the State University of Jakarta, the STIBA Arrayah Arabic  
debate the ITHLA' 2022 online Arabic debate the Final Arabic debate at UIN Alauddin



debate, the ITHLA  2022 online Arabic debate, the Final Arabic debate at UIN Alauddin  
Makassar versus IAIN Gorontalo, 2021.  

Results and Discussion  
Forms of Syntactic Deviations in Arabic Debates  

Syntax is generally the study of the relationships between words in a structure.  
Syntax is grammar that examines the structure of phrases and sentences (Gani, 2019).  
The construction of words that make up a phrase or sentence is part of studying syntax  
(Arifatun, 2012).  

Thus, syntax is included in the subsystem of language or linguistics, which  
examines the relationship between words and words in a broad arrangement, such as  
phrases and sentences (Suparno, 2015). The composition of the sentence "Ahmad  
yadzhabu ilâ al-masjid" syntactically the sentence can be studied as the relationship of  
words with other words, namely between the word "yadzhabu" related to the previous  
word in the form of fâ'il mużakkar, as well as the phrase ilâ al-masjid.  

Based on the theory of the discussion of phrases, clauses, and sentences above,  
an analysis of grammatical errors was carried out on the speaking skill data of Arabic  22

debate participants. Researchers with several models of arrangement in Arabic will  
analyze errors at the syntactic level. Regarding the sentence structure in Arabic, there  
are several kinds of arrangement (tarkîb)( Setiadi, 2015), namely tarkîb isnâdî, tarkîb idhâfî,  
tarkîb bayânî, tarkîb 'athfi, tarkîb mazjî, and tarkîb 'adadî.  

In this discussion, researchers will first examine the form of syntactic errors in  
Indonesia's Arabic debate competition. The forms of syntactic errors found in the  
Arabic debate competition in Indonesia are 13 sentences consisting of syntactic errors  
in the form of tarkîb isnâdî as many as six sentences, tarkîb idhâfî as many as six sentences,  
and tarkîb bayânî as many as one sentence. These types of errors include:  

a. The Forms of Syntactic Deviations in Tarkîb Isnâdî  
The form of error based on the function above occurs in the sentence  

  When viewed from a syntactic perspective, the sentence is not by .أن تلفاز تؤثر سلبيا
the rules of syntactic language. The sentence أن تلفاز should not be read as Rafa'  
(Ḍammah) because the sentence, which is the ism of Inna wa Akhwâtuhâ, must be  

and condoling to Khabar Inna wa Akhwâtuhâ) and also on the word there is an  
error at the syntactic level regarding amir from fâ'il because the fâ'il before the  
word is mudzakkar, then it should be adjusted according to these rules to become  

(https://youtu.be/stnsLiV6PZU). The sentence is not by the rules of syntactic  

should not be read as Marfû' (Dhammah) because the sentence, which is the isim  
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read as naṣab based on the theory of ꢃꢄخꢅꢆ عꢇسم و ترꢈꢆ ꢉصꢊت (Mainting Ism/mubtada'  

  .أن ꢌꢍꢆلفاز ꢋؤثر

The next form of error occurs in the sentence كيةꢎرꢏꢐꢆ ةꢎكرꢑꢒꢍꢆ دꢓꢆꢔأن ق  

language when viewed from a syntactic point of view. The sentence دꢓꢆꢔأن ق  

Arabiyât  

of Inna wa Akhwâtuhâ, must be read as nashab based on the theory of سمꢀتنصب ا  

  (Mainting Isim/mubtada' and condoling to Khabar Inna wa Akhwâtuhâ) و تꢂفع الخꢁر
so it should be adjusted accordingly. with the rule to be كيةꢃꢂꢄꢅة اꢃꢂكꢇꢈꢉد اꢊاꢋق ꢌأ.  



The form of error based on the function above occurs in the sentence  
ꢍ

(Making Isim/mubtada' marfû’ and Making Khabar Kâna wa Akhwâtuhâ Manshûb)  
ꢍ

The form of syntactic error that occurs based on the function above has  
occurred in the sentence (https://youtu.be/stnsLiV6PZU) ذهꢖꢉ ꢘالح ꢙꢚطيꢈꢛ ثم  

  If viewed from a syntactical perspective, the sentence should be read as .اꢉꢜꢇꢑة
manshûb because it functions as maf'ûl bih where the ism after the verb (fi'il)  
becomes manshûb (fathah). Then the sentence above should read ذهꢖꢉ ꢘالح ꢙꢚطيꢈꢛ ثم  

  .اꢉꢜꢇꢑة

The form of syntactic error that occurs based on the above function has  
occurred in the sentence ىꢝꢊ ꢍدꢟ ꢙꢠꢉج اꢡꢢال ꢐنꢟدꢉ. From a syntactic perspective, the  
sentence جꢡꢢال should be read as marfu' because it functions as mubtada' muakhar  
where the syntactic theory in Arabic mubtada' must be marfû' (dhammah) and in  
the sentence ꢍدꢟ it should be muannats because the previous ism al-maushûl is  
muannats. Then the sentence above should read ىꢝꢊ ꢍتد ꢙꢠꢉج اꢡꢢال ꢐنꢟدꢉ.  

The form of language errors according to the above function has  

Arabic, the error is included in the ma'rifah and nakirah functions. Ism ma'rifah  
has a characteristic in the form of the letters alif and lâm in front of the word. In  1212

contrast, the ism nakirah has the opposite characteristic of ism ma'rifah, namely  
the absence of the letters alif and lam at the beginning of the word. In essence,  3

the sentence underlined above is inappropriate or not by the rules of the Arabic  

b. The Forms of Syntactic Deviations in Tarkib Idhâfi  
The form of language error by the above function has occurred in the  

sentence spoken by the debate participants is not correct, the sentence should  
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ꢏꢋꢎضة ت ꢐꢈꢑا ꢒꢓꢐꢔ. The sentence is not by the rules of syntactic language when  

َ َꢀَ َ َُُ َُ   viewed from a syntactic point of view. The sentence قولꢃꢄ عارضةꢁꢂ كانت should not  
be read Majrûr (Kasrah) because the sentence, which is the isim of Kâna wa  
Akhwâtuhâ must be read as marfû' based on the theory of رꢁسم وتنصب الخꢕفع اꢂت  

ꢏthen it should be if adjust to the rules to become ꢋꢎضة ت ꢐꢈꢑا ꢒꢓꢐꢔ.  

occurred in the sentence ꢐنꢓاꢋꢣꢀا ꢤꢄ ꢥꢐنꢦ ꢍزاꢟꢕ. According to the rules of syntactic  

language. So, the correct sentence should be ꢐنꢓاꢋꢣꢀا ꢤꢄ ꢥꢐنꢦ ꢍزاꢟꢕ.  

sentence ꢐꢧꢨꢂꢩꢪ ꢫꢠꢉا ꢂꢬꢐنꢈꢉا ꢭꢈꢮ. According to the rules of syntactic Arabic, if the  

َ ꢀ ََbe read majrûr (kasrah) because the sentence ꢅاصꢆعꢇꢂ is included in the category of  
mudhâf 'ilaih. Mudhâf 'ilaih in the rules of nahwu or syntax, it is obligatory to  
become majrûr (kasrah). Then the correct sentence should be ꢐꢧꢨꢂꢩꢪ ꢫꢠꢉا ꢂꢬꢐنꢈꢉا ꢭꢈꢮ.  

Arabiyât  

The form of language errors according to the above function has  

sentence underlined above is inappropriate or not by the rules of the Arabic  
language. According to the rules of syntactic Arabic, these errors are included in  
the idhofi and ma'rifah nakirah errors. Mudhâf ilaih has a special characteristic, that  
i j (k h) Th i ' if h i h t i ti f th l tt lif d lâ i

occurred in the sentence جابيةꢂꢃꢄ ꢅتعط ꢆ كيةꢇمرꢈꢄ ةꢇلعسكرꢄ دꢉꢄأن قو. In essence, the  



is majrur (kasrah). The ism ma'rifah is characteristic of the letters alif and lâm in  
front of the word. In contrast, the ism nakirah has the opposite characteristic of  
isim ma'rifah, namely the absence of the letters alif and lâm at the beginning of  

The form of language errors according to the above function has  
occurred in the sentence امعةꢊꢋꢄ ةꢌꢍꢎ نꢏب. The sentence used is not appropriate  
because in the sentence it is not based on language rules. The word ةꢌꢍꢎ should  
be majrûr (kasrah) because it is preceded by dzarf, and the word functions as  
mudhof. In Arabic rules, the sentence after dzarf must mean kasrah or become  
majrûr. Then the correct sentence in the above error should be امعةꢊꢋꢄ ةꢌꢍꢎ نꢏب.  

The next form of language error by the above function has occurred in  
the sentence ꢐꢑحꢋꢄ ꢒيꢓبج ꢔوꢕꢖꢗ الثꢘلꢄ ةꢙدꢛꢖأما م. According to the rules of syntactic  
Arabic, if the sentence spoken by the debate participants is not correct, the  

the category of muḍof 'ilaih. Muḍof 'ilaih in the rules of nahwu or syntax, it is  
obligatory to become majrûr (kasrah). Then the correct sentence should be أما  

ꢐꢑحꢋꢄ ꢒيꢓبج ꢔوꢕꢖꢗ ةꢘالꢘلꢄ ةꢙدꢛꢖم.  

The next form of language error by the above function occurred in the  

spoken by the debate participants is not correct, the sentence should be read  
majrûr (kasrah) because the sentence ꢝꢉلدꢄ is included in the category of mudhâf  
'ilaih. Mudhâf 'ilaih in the rules of nahwu or syntax, it is obligatory to become  

The next form of language error in accordance with the above function  

to the rules of syntactic Arabic, if the sentence spoken by the debate participants  
is incorrect, the sentence should be read majrûr (kasrah) because the sentence is  
included in the category of mudhâf 'ilaih. Mudhâf 'ilaih in the rules of nahwu or  
syntax, it is obligatory to become majrûr (kasrah). Then the correct sentence  

c. The Forms of Syntactic Deviations in Tarkib Bayâni  
The next language error by the above function has occurred in the  

sentence ꢆشئة فعاꢬꢖلꢄ ꢭذꢨꢞ. According to the rules of syntactic Arabic, the sentence  
is not quite right. Because theoretically, the function of hâl in the nahwu rule must  
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the word. So, the correct sentence should be جابيةꢂإ ꢅتعط ꢆ كيةꢇمرꢈꢄ ةꢇلعسكرꢄ دꢉꢄأن قو.  

َ ꢀsentence should be read majrûr (kasrah) because the sentence الثꢁꢂلꢃ is included in  

sentence ꢝꢉلدꢄ ةꢕꢇرꢎꢞ. According to the rules of syntactic Arabic, if the sentence  

majrûr (kasrah). Then the correct sentence should be ꢝꢉلدꢄ ةꢕꢇرꢎꢞ.  

has occurred in the sentence يةꢟꢎلوꢄ يةꢠوꢍꢂꢡꢃꢄ ꢢدقيꢖلꢄ ꢝفه ꢣꢤ بيةꢥꢦلꢄ ꢧاꢟꢨ ꢩذلꢪꢞ. According  

should be يةꢟꢎلوꢄ يةꢠوꢍꢂꢡꢃꢄ ꢢدقيꢫ ꢝفه ꢣꢤ بيةꢥꢦلꢄ ꢧاꢟꢨ ꢩذلꢪꢞ.  

Arabiyât  

be manshûb when the hâl explains the state of the previous isim. So theoretically,  
what has been mentioned above, the correct sentence should be لتنشئة فعاليةꢁ ذهꢂو.  

Forms of Deviant Morphology in Arabic Debates  
Morphology is a linguistic subsystem that discusses word for word, not the  

relationship between one word and the next (Gani, 2019). Errors at the morphological  
level are error analyses based on morphological studies. Thus, the object of the study of  



morphological errors is the word itself, which stands alone, and then its constituent  
elements are analyzed (Daniel, 2007). For example, "muslimuna" combines "Muslim"  
and was-nûn. Likewise, the word "inqata'a" combines "qata'a" and alif-nûn.  

After the researchers studied the syntactic errors in the Arabic debate  
competition, the researchers will give examples of the forms of Arabic errors at the  
morphological level. The forms of errors at the morphological level found in the Arabic  
debate competition in Indonesia are ten sentences. These types of errors include:  

The sentence above is a form of Arabic error at the morphological level. This  
error is included in the zharf zamân error. In terms of morphology, the zharf zamân, which  
is located at the end of the sentence, must be a manshûb because it is not only a zharf  17

In the sentence above, there are Arabic errors at the morphological level. The  
error in this sentence is a mudhâf error. The word in the example above has violated the  
rules of language rules at the morphological level because the correct meaning of the  

The sentence above contains Arabic errors at the morphological level. The  
above errors are categorized as dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' errors. The sentence is said to be  
wrong because the fa'il (subject) after it is a mudzakkar sentence. Then the correct one  

ꢤ

The sentence above contains Arabic errors at the morphological level. The  
above errors are categorized as dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' errors. The sentence is said to be  
wrong because the previous fâ'il (Subject) was a mudzakkar sentence. Then the correct  

ꢤ

The sentence above contains Arabic errors at the morphological level. The  
above errors are categorized as dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' errors. The sentence is said to be  
wrong because the previous fâ'il (Subject) was a mudzakkar sentence. Then the correct  
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  جئꢂ ꢃꢄ ꢅذه ꢁلغرفة مساء

zamân but also a maf'ûl fiih. So, the correct sentence should be لغرفة مساءꢁ ذهꢂ ىꢈإ ꢅجئ.  

  ꢋعꢌ ꢃꢄ ꢉꢊركة ꢑꢁلꢎꢏꢐوꢍية

word is. So, the correct sentence in the example above should be يةꢍوꢎꢏꢐلꢑꢁ ركةꢌ ꢃꢄ ꢉꢊعꢋ.  

ꢒꢊتꢓꢔꢁ ꢕꢖꢗ ꢃꢘꢙلꢁ دꢁزدꢏف  

should be ꢒꢊتꢓꢔꢁ ꢕꢖꢗ ꢃꢘꢙلꢁ دꢁزدꢚف.  

  ꢂذꢁ ꢁلꢖظاꢞ ꢛسꢝب ꢡꢗ قꢣꢁ ꢙخرꢢꢁ مꢡ أمرꢟꢠا

one should be اꢟꢠأمر ꢡم ꢢꢁخرꢣꢁ ꢙق ꢡꢗ بꢝسꢋ ꢛظاꢖلꢁ ꢁذꢂ.  

ꢫحاوꢔꢁو ꢬꢭꢮꢯꢁ ꢒيꢊج ꢕꢖꢩتꢪ الثꢥلꢁ ꢦꢧꢟتꢨꢁو  

ꢫone should be حاوꢔꢁو ꢬꢭꢮꢯꢁ ꢒيꢊج ꢕꢖꢩيꢪ الثꢥلꢁ ꢦꢧꢟتꢨꢁو.  

Arabiyât  

  تقو ꢈذꢀꢇꢄ ꢄكꢆم ꢃꢄثانꢂ في حجꢀهل

The sentence above contains Arabic errors at the morphological level. The  
above errors are categorized as dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' errors. The sentence is said to be  
wrong because the fa'il (subject) after it is a mudzakkar sentence. Then the correct one  

  .ꢉقو ꢈذꢀꢇꢄ ꢄكꢆم ꢃꢄثانꢂ في حجꢀه should beل

The sentence contains an error at the morphological level, namely the word.  
The word is not by the morphological rules because the fâ'il before the fi'il mudhâri' is  

ꢏ  إꢌ عقوبة ꢋꢄعدꢎ ꢊꢄقꢊ ꢍꢐꢑꢆꢃ ꢍر



mudzakkar. The error is included in the category of dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' error. Then the  

The sentence contains an error at the morphological level, namely the word.  
The word is not by the morphological rules because the fâ'il before the fi'il mudhâri' is  
muannats. The error is included in the category of dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' error, and the word  

ꢊوꢉ ꢛꢜ تدعم ꢘا سوꢙꢎأ  

The sentence contains an error at the morphological level, namely the word.  
The word is not by the morphological rules because the fâ'il before the fi'il mudhâri' is in  111

the form of dhamîr nahnu (jama'). The error is included in the category of dhamîr fi'il  
mudhâri' error. Then the correct sentence should be ꢊوꢉ ꢛꢜ دعمꢎ ꢘا سوꢙꢎأ.  

The word is not by the morphological rules because the fâ'il before the fi'il mudhâri' is in  

when fi'il mudhâri' is preceded by the harf nashbi, he must become manshûb. As for the  
form of jama' preceded by the harf, the word must have the other omission of the harf  
nûn at the end of fi'il. The error is included in the category of dhamîr fi'il mudhâri' error.  
However, if you adjust the idiom or uslûb in Arabic, then use uslub ꢠ مꢝꢒꢆع. Then the  

Factors in the Occurrence of Grammatical Deviations in Arabic Debates  
Based on the explanation of the forms of language errors above, the researcher  

found different factors from the discussions in other studies. These factors were internal  
and external. The following is an explanation of these two factors:  
1. The Internal factors  

a. The Psychological Factors  
This psychological factor refers to the internal students themselves. Most of the  

participants in the Arabic debate experience nervousness or insecurity when they are in  
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ꢏ   .إꢌ عقوبة ꢋꢄعدꢊꢄ تقcorrect sentence should be ꢊ ꢍꢐꢑꢆꢃ ꢍر

  ꢃꢄكوꢃꢄ ꢕ ꢄطꢒꢓꢒꢔة ꢉقꢖ في ꢗاꢃور

  .ꢃꢄكوꢃꢄ ꢕ ꢄطꢒꢓꢒꢔة تقꢖ في ꢗاꢃو should use the word. Then the correct sentence should beر

ꢊꢄꢍꢝꢃꢄ اءꢟا أصدꢉ ꢘꢍꢓꢞ ꢌم أꢝꢒꢆع  

The sentence contains an error at the morphological level, namely the word ꢘꢍꢓꢞ.  

ꢀthe form of dhamîr munfashil (antum), and there is a harf in the form of أَن. In Arabic rules,  

correct sentence should be ꢊꢄꢍꢝꢃꢄ اءꢟا أصدꢉ ꢡꢢꢍꢓꢀꢃاꢣ مꢝꢒꢆع.  
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front of a large audience, so this can lead to grammatical errors, both in terms of syntax  
and morphology.  

In the case of the Arabic debate match at the event (Festival of the Arabian  22

Peninsula), UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang, the speaker from the pro team,  33

explained at length the meaning of the title of the motion that the jury had determined.  
However, because the speaker from the pro team felt nervous and trembled when  
conveying his argument, the participant conveyed it in vague and irregular language,  
making it difficult for the opposing team to understand the content of what he was  
conveying. Until it was time for the counter team to get their turn to express their  
arguments, the counter team said that what the pro team said did not give an  
understanding of this motion (Jannah, 2017).  



The emergence of nervousness can cause the speaker to be disoriented in  
expressing his argument in Arabic, especially when the nervousness is mixed with the  
opponent's rebuttal that the speaker himself does not quite understand what the  28

opponent is asking. So, the speaker has difficulty pronouncing Arabic correctly, which  
is when grammatical errors occur.  

b. The Limitation of Arabic Vocabulary  
The limited vocabulary in students is caused by the lack of motivation of  

students themselves to memorize vocabulary (mufradât), so the sentences spoken during  
the debate were minimal and can cause language errors that were too frequent.  

This limitation can also be caused by student environmental factors (bî'ah  
lughawiyah), which were less supportive of internalizing Arabic into verbal so that  
students were not accustomed to speaking Arabic, or it can be said that they were more  34

often accustomed to speaking their mother tongue.  
For example, students at the Arabic Language Education Study Program, State  777

University of Jakarta. Based on existing research, UNJ's Arabic Education Study  
Program once conducted a placement test for its students, many of whom took part in  
Arabic debate competitions. The following are the data obtained from the research  
(Setiadi, 2015):  

Table of Students' Vocabulary Mastery Skills Test Scores Through Action  
(Pretest):  

No.  Score  Amount of  Relative Frequency  
Students  (%)  

29,17  
33,33  
29,16  
4,17  

138

2
3
4
5

80-100  
70-79  
60-69  
55-59  
< - 55  

7
8
7
1
1 4,17  

Amount  24  100  
The table data above shows that many students of the Arabic Language  29 777

Education Study Program at UNJ need more mastery of Arabic vocabulary. It can be  13
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concluded that the participants of the Arabic debate are still limited in mastering Arabic  
vocabulary.  

Based on the research above shows that the factor of limited Arabic vocabulary  
significantly affects the presence of language errors in speakers. It is a special concern  
for teachers teaching Arabic to their students to be even more intensive in mastering  
Arabic vocabulary.  

2. The External Factors  
The Speaker's Bilingual Factor  
This factor was the main factor that causes errors in Arabic. There are still a lot  19

of speakers or debate participants who were influenced by their mother tongue when  
speaking Arabic. This factor arose because speakers still often produced their mother  
tongue and were less able to produce foreign languages such as Arabic. Hence, their  40



g p g g g ,
mother tongue was still often carried away when debating Arabic (Subyakto, 1992).  

Debate participants still often need to pay more attention to this factor, which  
can affect the student's language or dialect. If speakers were still often carried away by  
their mother tongue from various regions, then the Arabic they speak has a mixed  
dialect of each speaker's regional language.  

The Impact of Grammatical Errors in Arabic Debate  
The errors that have been mentioned and described above were numerous.  

From the forms of errors above, they must have implications or impacts that affect  
changes in the meaning and form of a word/sentence in Arabic. The problem in this  
study was how significant the impact of these errors on meaning was and how  
significant the influence of these errors was on one's communication process.  

However, his book divided the impact of errors into local and global errors  
(Burt, 1975). A local error is an error that does not interfere with communication where  27

the message is expressed in words. The above can also be said to be an error caused by  
using a common language in some areas and then used to communicate with people in  
others.  

While the global error (global error) is an error in the meaning of the whole  
sentence (Setiawan et al, 2020), this error can cause listeners or readers to misinterpret  
the message or think a sentence is incomprehensible. Global errors are also  
communication errors that cause fluent foreign language speakers to misinterpret  
spoken or written messages (Fuadi, 2018). The terms were used to give rise to different  
interpretations. We expect one meaning and another perception because of the meaning  
effect of the whole sentence.  

The Efforts to Overcome Arabic Grammatical Errors in Arabic Debate Competition  
In language, someone must make mistakes in its application, whether wrong in  

using or understanding language rules. The mistakes of Arabic speakers were as  
feedback for teachers, researchers, and speakers themselves. For a teacher, errors that  
appear in students will show their mastery of the subject and their progress. Teachers  
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will also know the effectiveness of their techniques and teaching methods. In addition,  
the existence of these errors also becomes information for program planning and a  
teacher's tutoring plan. As for students, the mistakes themselves have reflected their  
abilities so far. Learners will know which parts were stuck or problematic in their Arabic  
level. Furthermore, for researchers, these deficiencies indicated how a language should  
be learned, what strategies and processes should be used, and what should be developed  
in the context of mastering a foreign language.  

After the researcher knows the Arabic errors' forms, the factors or causes of  
these errors, and how the language errors impact is given, so the next step the researcher  
will conclude what efforts will be made to prevent errors in Arabic. These efforts include  
error correction strategies, providing exercises, and preparing suitable material (Syaifuji,  
2021).  

Conclusion  
Based on the data analysis on grammatical errors in the Arabic debate  

competition in Indonesia, it can be concluded that the grammatical errors that occurred  
in the Arabic debate competition were classified into two: syntactic and morphological  
errors. After the author conducted the research, the author found 23 data on the form  
of grammatical errors in the Arabic debate competition in Indonesia. From the 23 data,  
the researcher divides them into syntactic and morphological forms, namely 13  
examples of sentences that deviate from the rules of Arabic syntax and 10 examples of  
sentences that deviate from the rules of Arabic morphology.  

Some factors or causes of grammatical errors in Arabic debate participants  
include internal and external factors from the debate participants themselves.  
Grammatical errors significantly affect the process of speaking Arabic. There were many  
impacts on the occurrence of these grammatical errors. In addition, it also has an impact  
on changing the form or meaning of a sentence, mistakes in Arabic rules, and also has  
an impact on misunderstanding communication between speakers. There needs to be  
good preparation in syntactic and morphological aspects for debaters before competing,  
conducting intensive training, and increasing seriousness in exploring and  
understanding Arabic debate both in theory and practice.  

After conducting in-depth research on grammatical errors in the Arabic debate,  
the researchers gave several suggestions, including having intensive training for Arabic  
speakers, especially the debate participants, to minimize speaking errors. In addition,  
there needs to be a change in the proper Arabic speaking system from teachers and  
related institutions.  
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